
CHAPTER I 

INTRO n· UC TIO N 
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:, , ... 

I.1. Background ot the Study 

Literature is a product ot human creative imagina

tion created to be read, enjoyed, 1,mderstood and utilized 

!or the good ot society. It is an expression ot society 

that represents" Lite", in large measure, a social real! 

ty. It contains ·the record of human values, .· t .h. e i r 

thoughts, their reeling, their problems and conflicts. 

So, whatever presented in a literary work may be related 

to the actual ones. Literature may be regarded as the 

chief art of mankind. 

Literawre of a people is the principle element 
of its culture. It contains the record o!~ the 
people values, their thoughts, their problems 
and conflicts - in short their way o! life. 
Whether transmitted through the spoken or the 
written words, literature may fairly be regarded 
as the chief art of mankind(Graham, 1966; 1 ). 

Literature can give a pleasure, takes us from 

the real world to the dream one. But a good literature 

not onl.y takes us into the dream world and gives .us ·a 

pleasure, it also deepens, broadens and sharpens. our 

awareness o! life. It takes us, through the imagination, 

deeper into the real world and it enables us to under:.• -

stand our troubles in life. 

A good literature says something worthsaying, adds 
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to our understanding of li~e in the world around us. It 

embodies thoughts and feelings on matters of human impo,t 

tance{Graham, Little, 1966; 2). Therefore through a lite 

rary work, whether it is a poem, short story, novel or 

drama, we can study the aspects of human life. 

A drama is a work of literature or a composition 

which delineates life and hum~ activity by means of pr~ 

senting various actions of - and dialogues between - a 

group of characters C Russel, 1966; 5). That is we must 

never forget that drama is designed to be acted on the 

stage, thougb we speak a drama as a literary work or a 

composition. The \Ulique or a drama is even when we·read 

a. drama we have no real grasp of what the play is like 

unlees we at least attempt to imagine how actors on the 

stage would present the material. FQr the most part, a 

drama is a vehicle of life presentation on the stage. 

It is~more than the representation of life and characters 

through actions and dialQgues, it is also an entertain -

ment. Entertainment is one 9f the ostensible objective~· 

of drama, since a drama is written to be acted on the 

stage. 

Tennessee Williams is one of the best American 

playwrights. His works are still controversial and sock 

ing. He has attracted his wi~e audiences. And no wonder 

that so many critics have read and honored his works. 

.,. 
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Tem:iesse Williams is .sensous, prone to immersion 

in romantic tragedy. Williams turned away from a direct 

concern witn social structures, seeing them ~imply ae ima -
ges ot the tacticity which threatened the necessary fict

ions of his ,·characters. In his best works the note .. Qf 

self - pity which is never entirely absent, is contained 

by a rigorous honesty about the desperate self - decepti

on practised by his characters. His plays deal in viola -

tions ot the body and spirit. He transformed his life in

to art, reshaping it in an attempt to come to terms with 

what he admd.tted to be the pressure of a life deformed by 

psychic contusion. 

His common characters are southern gentlewomen com .... 
plete with the characteristic. These female characters are 

superior to the domesticated housewife. They are far from 

the real world, ignore the world around them. And ,. they 

live in their own me.king world as their escape mechanism 

from the present world. Their world is their sentimental 

memories with thiir success in the past. 

His protagonist is ill - equipped to survive 1 n 

the practical world of the present. All 9f his characters 

are crippled in one sense or another - emotianally, spiri -
tually - and out of that imperfection there comes a need 

which generates the illusions with which they .till ·:their 

world, and the art which they set up against the reality. 
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The G~a~s
1 

M,e1M11.er~e is one or his be~t plays ever 

writtei;i. It is a ~e~ory play i~ which the dramatist tries 

to come to terms with his troubled youth and to unders -

tand his rabellion against his family. Williams, in The 

Glass Mena~erie, by his poetic imaginatiQn, careful sele,2 
I 

tion ot realistic details, $nd skiltull use of theatrical 

techniques communicates the pathos or one American family 

•lives ot desperations•. This play reveals the universal 

nature ot bu.man hopes and trustrations, and of the des -

truction ot romantic illusion by cruel reality. It is a -

bout the tragedy ot bwnan incomprehension, that is the i~ 

ability of people to understaJ;1d one another. 

This condition occurs oi;i An,anda Wingfield, one ot 

the chareters in The 91~s~ ~e,~~E?r~e. Amanda is presented 

as a complex character. There is a heroism as wellm a 

f6olishness and cruelty in Amanda Wingfield. As a mother 

she is a strong one who can survive and grow her children 

alone after she was left by her hustand. But, on the other 

hand she tails to understand her children. She tails to 

understand the different personality her children pOs$es. 

She ca.Dllot·ack:nowledge Laura's painful shyness or to ad -

mit to her crippled leg. She expects to her very ... .m .u c '.h 

withou~ realizing that s~e expects too much. She even li

ves inher own world of illusion with her gentlemen callers 

and she escapes from the reality she taoes. 
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The considerations above are the reasons why the 

writer takes The Glass Menaserie and Amanda Wingfield as 
- ; . 

the object or the study. 

1.2. Statement of the Problems 

To make a clear focus on the prQblems and to sys

temize the discussion, it needs to arise some questions 

that will be the starting point of the analysis. 

1.2.1. What conditions lead Amanda Wingfield to be in 

illusion and escape from reality? 

I.2.2. What are the effects or her illusion and her act -

ion to her children? 

I.J. Objective or the study 

- To analyze the character of Amanda Wingfield, one 

of the main characters in The Glass Menagerie. 
, . • • I I 0 

- To analyze Amanda's illusion and its effects upon 

her children. 

- To broaden and sharpen our knowledge horizontally 

or vertically on literature, especially Tennessee 

Williams• !he.Glass Menagerie. 
: 
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I.4. Significance of the study 

The writer expects that this study will give a co~ 

tribution to the body of knowledge, especi'=\lly to the un

derstanding on the nature ot literature, specificall~ the 

characters Qt Laura and Amanda. 

It is also expected that this study can give us an 

understanding on the problems or human life, that is hu -

man illusion, so we can live more wisely and can race the 

reality, in order that we will not be trapped in the 

world ot illusion. 

1.5. Scope and Limitation 

This thesis will focus the analysis on Amanda Win~ 

tield 's character and her illusion. It will analyze the 

factors that cause her illusion and the effe~t~ to the 

children. 

I.6. Theoretical ·Background 

In analysing this study th·e writer uses the objec

tive theory as the tool of enal7sis. The analysis will be 

focused on the structure of the work such as plot, chars£ 

terisation and setting. To analyze the structure of the 

work, the writer uses the structural approach. 

Since the study deals with the illusion of the cha 

racter, and the word "illusion" itself belongs to the 

psychological terms, so the writer will also use the psy

chological point or view. By using the psychological point 

pt view the writer tries to find the psychological back-
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illusion, the motives and the ~ffects ot it to her child 

ren. 

I.7. Method or the Study 

7 

The writer uses the library research in analysing 

the problems of the study by collecting some source, in

terpreting and aumerizing. Collecting means the writer 

collects some source related to the topic of the study. 

Interpreting will be done in analysing the problems of 

the study. And finally the writer comes to the sumeri 

zing of the play and the biographical of the author. 

The methodology of the study that is used is the 

descriptive method. The descriptive ~ethod will give us 

some descriptions about the aspect of the literary work 

that is analyzed. 

I.a. Definition of the Hey Terms 

Illusion; a false belief accompanied by uncertainty as 

to whether it should be given credence. It is 

produced by the breakthrough of unconscious 

emotion without consciousness surrendering to 

its completely. 

Menagerie; the collection or the favou~ite things, it 

Caller 

can be made from wood, glass, paper and etc 

that is considered behave a special value. 

; someone who visits a girl for a date. 
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I.9. Organization or the Paper 

This thesis is divided into rive chapters. The 

first is the introduction which consists or background or 

the study, statement of the problems, objective or t be 

study, significance of the study, scope and limitation, 

theoretical background, method of the study, definition 

of the key terms, organization of the paper and synopsis. 

The second chapter is theoretical framework which 

consists or the related theories and the related studies. 

The third chapter is the author and his works. 

The fourth is the analysis which consists of three 

main discussions; plot, characterizAtion, and setting in 

which the analysis focuses on the character'• illusion and 

its effects to her children. And finally the conclusion 

will be given in chapter five. 
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r.10. Synopsis 

In Wingfield apartment, Amanda lives with her work

king son - Tom - and her crippled daughter - Laura. At din -
ner she nags upon him on how to eat that spoils his appet! 

te. She tells Laura to be fresh and pretty to welcome her 

gentlemen callers, eventho~gh Laura has no gentlemen cal -

lers. She recalls her youth in ijlue Mountain and had seve~ 

teen gentlemen callers in one Sunday afternoon. 

A few days later Amanda comes home from Laura's bu

siness school after finding that Daura has deceived her by 

pretending going to school. Amanda is shocked and wonders 

what they will do with their life since Laura cannot occupy 

a position. Laura rather lives in her glass menagerie. 

Knowing that all her obsession and hopes upon her are bro

ken, she comes tQ the thought that she must have a caller 

~or Laura. And Laura tells her that she ever liked a high 

school boy, namely Jim. Amanda tells her that she will mar 

ry a nice man. La~ra protests that she is a cripple .• 

Amanda r•fuses that Laura is crippled and never allow to 

use the word. 

Amanda has a quarrel with Tom about a book that she 

took back to the library. The quarrel drives Tom to leave 

the house to the movie. BefQre he leaves the house he makes 

Laura's glass ornaments shattered. The next morning Tom 

apologizes to Amanda. She then asks him to find a clean -
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living, non drinking IUa1l in the warehouse to be invited to 

meet Laura. A few days later he tells her that he has inv! 

ted a young man named Jim O'Connor home for dinner. Amanda 

begins to make a plan to welcome the gentleman caller. 

On the night or the arrival or the caller, J.manda ma

kes a fuss ~pon Laura by adding some gay deceivers to the 

dress to make Laura more attractive. When she Im.owe the na -
me or the caller is Jim o•connor, ~he tells her·that she 

cannot vome to the table. Amanda forces her to come though 

Laura is sick when the caller comes. At dinner she is phy

sically sick and has to be excused. 

Amanda then.'sends Jim to the living room to accom -

pany Laura. As they have a talk, Laura loses some or her 

shyness and becomes rather charming because Jim can build 

her confidence up. He kisses her end then he explains he 

is engaged to an other girl. Amanda is shocked knowing 

that Jim is engaged and she blames Tom for playing a 

trick on them. The play is ended by Tom's leaving the fa

mily. 
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